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Abstract

A feature extraction method using the chaincode representation of fingerprint ridge contours is presented. The representation allows
efficient image quality enhancement and detection of fine minutiae feature points. The direction field is estimated from a set of selected
chaincodes. The original gray-scale image is enhanced using a dynamic filtering scheme that takes advantage of the estimated direction
flow of the contours. Minutiae are generated using ridge contour following.
� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)
is an important biometric technology that is widely used.
A fingerprint is the pattern of ridges and valleys on the
surface of a fingertip. The uniqueness of a fingerprint is
determined by the local ridge characteristics and their
relationships (Lee and Gaensslen, 1991; Moenssens,
1971). The two most prominent characteristics are the ridge
ending and the ridge bifurcation, called minutiae. Most
automatic systems for fingerprint comparison are based
on minutiae matching (Jain et al., 1997; Ratha et al.,
1996). A good quality fingerprint typically contains about
40 to 100 minutiae. A critical step in fingerprint matching
is to automatically and reliably extract minutiae.

Fingerprint images can be obtained from ink impres-
sions or by direct live scanning by sensors (Xia and O�Gor-
man, 2002) such as ultrasound (Schneider and Glenn,
1996). Due to imperfections of the image acquisition pro-
cesses, minutiae extraction methods are prone to missing
some real minutiae while picking spurious ones (Jain
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et al., 1997; Ratha et al., 1996). Errors could also occur
in the location coordinates of the true minutiae and their
relative orientation in the image.

Minutiae can be extracted from binary fingerprint
images (Ratha et al., 1995, 1996; Jain et al., 1997) or di-
rectly from gray-scale images (Maio and Maltoni, 1997).
Most algorithms described in the literature extract minu-
tiae from a thinned skeleton image. Thinning is a lossy
and computationally expensive operation and the accuracy
of the output skeletal representation varies. In this paper
we introduce the use of chaincode representation (Wilf,
1981) as an efficient alternative. Given a binary image, it
is scanned from top to bottom and right to left, and tran-
sitions from white (background) to black (foreground) are
detected. The contour is then traced counterclockwise
(clockwise for interior contours) and expressed as an array
of elements (Fig. 1). Each contour element represents a
pixel on the contour, and contains fields for the x, y coor-
dinates of the pixel, the slope or direction of the contour
into the pixel, and auxiliary information such as curvature.

We present two chaincode based algorithms for finger-
print image enhancement (Section 2) and minutiae feature
extraction (Section 3). Experimental results are presented
in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. Chain code contour representation: (a) contour element, (b) slope convention. Data field in the array contains positional and slope information of
each component of the traced contour. Properties stored in the information fields are: coordinates of bounding box of a contour, number of components in
the corresponding data fields, area of the closed contour, and a flag which indicates whether the contour is interior or exterior.
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2. Fingerprint image enhancement

Binarization techniques often render images unsuitable
for extraction of fine and subtle features such as minutia
points. The objective of enhancement is to: (i) improve
the clarity of ridge structures of fingerprint images, (ii)
maintain their integrity, (iii) avoid introduction of spurious
structures, and (iv) retain the connectivity of the ridges
while maintaining separation between ridges.

There are two types of fingerprint image enhancement
methods described in the literature; those that work on bin-
ary images and those that work on gray-scale images (Maio
and Maltoni, 1997; O�Gorman and Nickerson, 1989; Sher-
lock et al., 1994). The methods using binary images require
a specially designed binarization algorithm to ensure that
the connectivity information lost during binarization can
be at least partially restored. The methods directly using
gray-scale images start with a direction field (that captures
the local orientation information of the ridge contours) fol-
lowed by the application of a bank of filters (Hong et al.,
1998). The direction field is computed by the gradient
method which is inefficient and unstable in noisy images.

The method presented in this paper combines both the
binary and the gray-scale image enhancement methods.
We first use a locally adaptive algorithm to obtain a binary
fingerprint image of sufficient quality. The local direction
field is estimated using a fast chaincode-base algorithm
and a 15 · 15 mask. Larger masks retain the orientation
while compromising the integrity of the ridges. This is fol-
lowed by applying an elliptically shaped filter (Greenberg
et al., 2002) with its major axis aligned parallel to the local
ridge direction. This increases the connectivity along the
ridge direction.

Experiments on DB4 NIST Fingerprint Image Groups
show that a single global threshold based binarization
can not handle noise from non-uniform ink density, non-
printed areas, and other stains. In order to smooth edges
of the ridge contours, a 3 · 3 mask is applied to the gray-
scale image as a quick equalization process before applying
the locally adaptive thresholding described (Giuliano et al.,
1977). Contrast enhancement by statistics based normaliza-
tion (O�Gorman and Nickerson, 1989; Greenberg et al.,
2002; Simon-Zorita et al., 2001) often cause interference
between sweat pores and ridge edges. For minutiae extrac-
tion the sweat pores should be eliminated. Fig. 2 shows
examples of fingerprint images from FVC2004: the Third
International Fingerprint Verification Competition (Maio
et al., 2004), and the binary images obtained by our
method. We have tested on images from FVC2004 (320
images) and NIST database (30 images). Many ridges are
broken in the binary image and therefore is not good for
minutiae extraction. However, the quality is sufficient for
generating local ridge orientations for image enhancement.

2.1. Chaincode processing

Chaincode representation of object contours is exten-
sively used in document analysis (Wilf, 1981; Madhvanath
et al., 1997; Feldbach and Tonnies, 2001; Shi and Gov-
indaraju, 1997). Unlike thinned skeletons, the pixel image
can be fully recovered from the chaincode of its contour.

Tracing the chaincode contour, provides local ridge
directions at each boundary pixel. We divide the image into
15 · 15 pixel blocks and use the ridge directions to estimate
the orientation of each block. The algorithm is as follows.

(a) Use the width of ridges as a guide to estimate the
threshold under which components are likely to be
noise.

(b) End points are detected (Section 3) and not made part
of the computation of the direction flow field as direc-
tions around end points tend to be ambiguous.

(c) The ridge orientation is computed using the eight
chaincode directions of contour points in each block.
A voting algorithm is used to select the dominant
direction as the local orientation.

The threshold used for filtering noise can be dynami-
cally estimated from the average size of the ridge width.
The minimum number of contour points in a block to



Fig. 2. Local-adaptive binarization and direction field generation using chaincode representation. Example images on the first column are from FVC2004:
the Third International Fingerprint Verification Competition, the images from devices with various qualities and resolutions. The second column are the
binary images using the Local-adaptive algorithm and the third column are direction filed images which demonstrate satisfactory local directions for
enhancement.
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derive orientation is determined based on the block size
and is about 30 in our experiments.
There are many direction field estimation algorithms de-
scribed in the literature (Hong et al., 1998; Greenberg et al.,
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2002; Simon-Zorita et al., 2001). These are designed pri-
marily for extraction of ridge flow and minutiae and not
for image enhancement. Donahue and Rokhlin (1993)
and Maio and Maltoni (1997) use a gradient operator to
extract a directional estimate from each 2 · 2 pixel neigh-
borhood. The direction field is computed using least-
squares minimization of the gradients in the local windows.
However, the method becomes computationally expensive
if the local windows used are large. Our method of di-
rection field generation using chaincode for image en-
hancement is more efficient and robust for the following
reasons: (i) chaincode generation depends on a pre-binari-
zation algorithm, (ii) the adaptive binarization algorithm
and the chaincode generation algorithm are both efficient,
and (iii) the orientation field is directly computed by trac-
ing the chaincode over a discrete grid. The objective is to
attain the ridge orientation for the entire window rather
than at every pixel. Fig. 2 shows the direction fields gener-
ated for the FVC2004 fingerprint images and Fig. 3 shows
the same for a NIST fingerprint image.
Fig. 3. Direction field image generated using chaincode representation
and contour following.

Fig. 4. Enhanced images from applying anisotropic filter based on direction fiel
image from the enhanced image.
2.2. Enhancement using anisotropic filter

Poor binarization leads to broken ridges or touching
ridges which in turn create spurious points. Our approach
uses a directional anisotropic filter of elliptical shape with
its major axis aligned parallel to the local ridge direction.
The filter thus smoothes pixels along the ridge direction.
The anisotropic filter can be expressed as (Greenberg
et al., 2002; Yang et al., 1996):

Hðx0; xÞ ¼ V þ Sqðx� x0Þ

� exp � ððx� x0Þ � nÞ2

r2
1ðx0Þ

þ ððx� x0Þ � n?Þ2

r2
2ðx0Þ

" #( )
;

where n and n? are mutually normal unit vectors and n is
parallel to the ridge direction. The shape of the kernel is
controlled by r2

1ðx0Þ and r2
2ðx0Þ. The region constraint q

satisfies condition q(x) = 1 when jxj < r and r is the maxi-
mum support radius, which is basically determined by the
size of the ellipsoid. Two additional parameters, S and V

control the phase intensity (how tall the elliptical shape
should be) and the peripheral pixels (near the outskirts of
the kernel) respectively (Greenberg et al., 2002). We also
let V = �2 and S = 10 in our experiments. r2

1ðx0Þ and
r2
2ðx0Þ control the shape of the Gaussian kernel and must

be estimated using the frequency information around x0.
But the filter is not sensitive to their values as long as
r2
2ðx0Þ is around the measure of the average ridge width

or less. In our experiments we empirically set r2
1ðx0Þ ¼ 4

and r2
2ðx0Þ ¼ 2. Fig. 4(a) shows the enhanced fingerprint

image and Fig. 4(b) is the binary fingerprint image ob-
tained from the enhanced image.

3. Minutiae extraction using chaincode

Most fingerprint minutia extraction methods are thin-
ning-based where the skeletonization process converts each
ridge to one pixel wide. Minutia points are detected by
d computed from chaincode: (a) Enhanced gray-scale image and (b) binary



Fig. 6. Minutiae points marked in the binary fingerprint image enhanced
by our method.
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locating the end points and bifurcation points on the
thinned ridge skeleton based on the number of neighboring
pixels. The end points are selected if they have a single
neighbor and the bifurcation points are selected if they
have more than two neighbors (Simon-Zorita et al.,
2001). However, methods based on thinning are sensitive
to noise and the skeleton structure does not conform to
intuitive expectation.

Our chaincode based method is obtained by scanning
the image from top to bottom and right to left. The transi-
tions from white (background) to black (foreground) are
detected. The contour is then traced counterclockwise
and expressed as an array of contour elements. Each con-
tour element represents a pixel on the contour. It contains
fields for the x,y coordinates of the pixel, the slope or direc-
tion of the contour into the pixel, and auxiliary informa-
tion such as curvature.

In a binary fingerprint image, ridge lines are more than
one pixel wide. Tracing a ridge line along its boundary in
counterclockwise direction, a termination minutia (ridge
ending) is detected when the trace makes a significant left
turn. Similarly, a bifurcation minutia (a fork) is detected
when the trace makes a significant right turn (Fig. 5(a)).

Let a vector Pin go in to a contour point P and a vector
Pout go out of P. The computations of Pin and Pout use
several neighboring contour points. This is to avoid local
noise and at the same time obtain a better estimation of
the vectors using the average of more than one point.

The significance of the direction change at P is deter-
mined by the angle made between Pin and Pout:

h ¼ arccos
P in � P out

jP injP outj
After size normalizations, let the two vectors be Pin =
(x1,y1) and Pout = (x2,y2). Then,

h ¼ arccosðx1y1 þ x2y2Þ
A threshold T is selected so that any significant turn satis-
fies the condition:

x1y1 þ x2y2 < T
Fig. 5. (a) Minutia location in chaincode contours, the counterclockwise tracin
turns right at a bifurcation minutia. (b) To calculate the significant turns, the
determining a significant turn.
If we place the vectors in a Cartesian coordinate system
with Pin along the x-axis (Fig. 5(b)), then the threshold T

is the x-coordinate of the thresholding line. The turning
direction is determined by the sign of sin h since the angle
h is always in the range �90� to +90�. Thus,

sin h ¼ x1y2 � x2y1

Therefore x1y2 � x2y1 > 0 indicates a left turn and
x1y2 � x2y1 < 0 indicates a right turn. We define the loca-
tion of a minutia as the center point among the small group
of turning pixels while ensuring that the minutiae density
per unit area does not exceed a certain value.

4. Experimental results

We use the Goodness Index (GI) of the extracted minu-
tiae to quantitatively assess the performance of our finger-
print enhancement algorithm. For both the original
fingerprint images and the enhanced images, we use the
adaptive binarization and then apply the chaincode minu-
tia extraction algorithm (Figs. 6 and 7).

We compute the goodness of the detected minutiae
(Ratha et al., 1995; Hong et al., 1998) as
g a long the boundary of a ridge line turns left at a termination minutia and
distance between the thresholding line and the y-axis gives a threshold for



Fig. 7. Example images showing our preliminary test. (a) Original gray-scale fingerprint images, (b) its binary image from the local adaptive algorithm, (c)
the image after enhancement which includes a marked box indicating an impossible area for any reliable information and (d) the candidate minutiae
detected using the proposed chaincode based minutia extraction method. The marked windows show that the detected minutiae are graded automatically
according to local image quality.
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GI ¼

Xr

i¼1
qiðpi � di � iiÞXr

i¼1
qiti

; ð1Þ
where r is the total number of 15 · 15 image blocks; pi is
the number of minutiae paired in the ith block; di is the
number of missed minutiae; ii is the number of spurious
minutiae; ti is the true number of minutiae; and qi is a fac-
tor which represents the image quality of the ith block
(good = 4, medium = 2, poor = 1). A high value of GI
indicates a high reliability. The maximum value (GI = 1)
is reached when all true minutiae are detected and no spu-
rious minutiae are generated.

Our experimental set includes 20 images randomly cho-
sen from NIST image set. In each 15 · 15 window, an ex-
pert determines the true minutia. An image quality index
required by the GI formula is also assigned for the window.
The GI indices are manually computed using the minutiae
extracted from the original images. These range from 0.10
to 0.52 with an average of 0.28. After image enhancement
the minutiae points are extracted again and the new GI
indices range from 0.25 to 0.70 with average 0.44, which
is better than the result reported in (Hong et al., 1998).
To evaluate the minutiae extraction algorithm we have
chosen some sample image from FVC2004: the Third Inter-
national Fingerprint Verification Competition (Maio et al.,
2004) dataset. The FVC2004 dataset contains images ac-
quired from four different sources: three fingerprint scan-
ners and a synthetic fingerprint generation. We have take
10 sample images from Set ‘‘B’’ of the database. We took
3 samples from each of DB1 and DB2 and 2 from each
of DB3 and DB4. We also took another 2 images from
F1 set of NIST fingerprint data set. The images are chosen
to cover wide variations in image quality and results are
presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 also includes results
of the four methods reported in (Maio and Maltoni,
1997) for comparison.

The results show that our method is comparable. Our
proposed method does better in two of the three categories.
The error of dropped minutiae being zero is due to the use
of automatic detection of ambiguous blocks. From our
experiment we found that a fingerprint includes a marked
ambiguous block only if the image is very low. The false
minutiae are mostly due to binarization of the difficult local
area where a ridge is broken by noise or low image
contrast.



Table 1
Automatic minutiae detection

Fingerprint Minutiae d f x

DB1_B_101_2 38 0 7 2
DB1_B_103_1 36 0 8 0
DB1_B_104_4 29 0 10 2
DB2_B_101_1 30 0 17 1
DB2_B_106_3 33 0 10 3
DB2_B_110_1 26 0 27 2
DB3_B_101_3 32 0 10 1
DB3_B_105_2 37 0 14 1
DB4_B_103_5 48 0 20 4
DB4_B_110_3 34 0 41 3
NIST_f000001 113 0 28 3
NIST_f000089 82 0 16 7

The numbers of minutiae are manually detected. d, f and x denote the
number of dropped minutiae, false minutiae and exchanged minutiae,
respectively.

Table 2
Average errors

A (%) E (%) B (%) C (%) Our method (%)

Dropped minutiae 4.51 1.75 1.50 5.01 0
False minutiae 8.52 22.56 111.28 203.01 38.67
Exchanged minutiae 13.03 9.52 7.02 8.77 5.39
Total error 26.07 33.83 119.80 216.79 44.06

The average results of the proposed method comparing with the results of
the four methods (A, B, C and E) reported in (Maio and Maltoni, 1997).
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5. Conclusions

This paper describes novel use of chaincode image rep-
resentation in fingerprint image enhancement and minutiae
extraction. The chaincode representation allows efficient
image quality enhancement and detection of fine minutiae
feature points. For image enhancement a given fingerprint
image is first binarized after a quick averaging to generate
its chaincode representation. The direction field is esti-
mated from a set of selected chaincodes. The original
gray-scale image is then enhanced by a filtering algorithm.
For feature extraction, the enhanced fingerprint image is
binarized using a locally adaptive binarization algorithm
for generating the chaincode representation. The minutiae
are detected using a sophisticated ridge contour following
procedure. Subjective experiment shows that the method
is very effective.

Since chaincode representation is for binary images,
the quality of the binary images are important. Although
at the enhancement stage we only need a binary image
good enough for the chaincode-based method to be able
to compute a reliable direction field, we still feel the need
of a better preprocessing for the binarization.

For feature extraction, the chaincode method is an effi-
cient method using binary images. Our future work is di-
rected on a post-processing method for removing added
minutiae and exchanged minutiae due to attached noise
from sweat pores and dots in between ridges.
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